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1. Introducdon

Authors from several laboratories (Abelson, 1990;

r .Biedenkapp et al., 1988; BlackweJJ et al., 1990;

;: Bla~kwell & Weintraub, 1990; Ellington & Szostak,

;~ 1900; Green et ai., 1990; Joyce. 1989a,b; Joyce &

: Inoue, 1989; Kinzler & VogeJstein, 1989, 1990;
~". M&vrothala~itis et aI., 1990; North, 1990; Oliphant

. & Struhl, 1987, 1988; Oliphant et aI., 1989; Pollock

.' & Treisman, 1900; Robertson & Joyce, 1990;
I' . .

. Sompayra.c & Danna, 1990; Theisen & Bacb, 1990;

\: Tuerlt ~ Gold, 1990) have reported systematic
:'. methodologies for isolation of nucleic acid sequences

with specific biological activities. Many of these

processes utilize the capacity of DNA or RNA

:~ molecules for binding a target molecule, followed by
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~ecently, novel technologie!! for i11olati4)n of nucleic acid molecules with specific biolo~;ical
activitieS have been reported. In each case, the enrichment process involves repeated rounds
of selection from complex mixtures of nucleic acid sequences, followed by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification of ligand sequences that function in the desired manner.
Particular va.ria.tions in experimenta.l conditions can dramatically alter tha outcome of these
processes. In this study, we use mathematical analysis and computer simulation to predict
which variations have the greatest impact and to develop strategies and guidelines for
enhanced effectiveness. First, we perfo.rm reconstruction tests to demonstrate that a
mathematical description based on equilibrium binding is sufficient to explain the high
level!! of enrichment attained in the laboratory after just a. few rounds. Then, we show the
expected enrichment for an extensive range of conditions; and, finally, we determine the
optimum protein and nucleic acid concentrations to use for maximum enrichment, while
also ensuring a high likelihood of recovering even the rare molecule that binds well. The
strategies and guidelines for enha.nced effectiveness are genera,lly a,pplicable to processes for
systematic enrichment of DNA, RNA or peptide liga.nds and have been implemented in an
interactive simulation progra.m for integrated non-linear optimization of enrichment us~ngany target of interest..' , " ,. "

Keywords: nuc1eic acid binding; high-affinity Jigands; seJective enrichment;
sequence evoJution; optimized SELEX

1. Introduction _aul"'a..a,.,-ua"u .. aU" yv';y "a""'~ VUQIU I<>D\O"UJU.. _.m~__~...~a~ (PeRt; Innis et at.. 1988) to enrich for se'quences in

tors from severallttboratorl6S (Abelson, 1990; a pool that bind well to the target. Tuerk & Gold
Ikapp et ,ai., 1988; Bl&Ck~e)] et aI., 1990; (1990) can their implementation SELEX, ~or
veIl & WeIntraub, 1990; EllIngton & Szostak, Systematic .Evolution of Ligands by EXponenttat
Green et ai., 1990; Joyce, 1~89a.b; Joyce & enrichment. Systematic methodologies Itlso have

1989; Kinzler &. Vogelstem, 1989,. 1990; been reported for isolation of peptide sequences
thalassitis ee at., 1990; North, 1990; OlIphant with specific biologicaJ activities (Cwirla et al., 1990;
:hl, 1987, 1988; OJiphant et aI., 1989; Pollock Devlin ee al., 1990; Scott & Smith, 1990; Tuerk &.
~isman, 1990; Robertson & Joyce, 1990; Gold, 1990), The following description of SELEX
.yrac & Danna, 1990; Theisen & Bach 1 199?; uses, as the illustrative example, binding of RNA
& Gold, 1990). have repo,fted. systematic Hgand sequences to a purified protein with parti-

:lologies for isolation of nucle)c acid sequences tioning of bound a.nd unbound RNA molecules by
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RNA molecules by passing the solution through a
nitrocellulose filter. Most protein sticks to the filter,
including protein-RNA complexes, while most
unbound RNA molecules wash through (Uhlenbeck
et al.. 1983; Yarus, 1976; Yarns & Berg, 1967,1970).
RNA molecules collected on the fiJter are then
eluted, and cDNA copies are amplified by POR,
foHowed by in vitro transcription to restore the
RNA pool to a concentration high enough for the
next round. These selection and amplification steps
are repeated until the desired level of enrichment is
attained for RNA sequences that bind well to the
protein.

Any method of partitioning RNA, DNA or
peptide sequences using any target can be utilized in
an enrichment process like SELEX. In general, the
three main steps involved in each round are: (1)
selection of ligand sequences that bind to a target;
(2) partitioning' of bound and unbound ligand
sequences; and (3) POR amplification of ligand
sequences in the desired fraction. When RNA
ligands are enriched using SELEX, they are tran-
scribed from POR-amplified cDNA; or when peptide
Uganda are enriched using SPERT (Systematic
Peptide Evolution by Reverse Translation; Tuerk &
Gold, 1990), they are translated after the associated
mRNA molecules are transcribe.d from POR-ampli-
fied eDNA. The general steps involved in enrich-
ment processes like SELEX are illustrated in
Figure 1.

Particular variations in experimental conditions
can dramatically alter the outcome of SELEX
experiments. Since. each found of SELEX with
available methods is. labor-intensive, and a typical
SELEX experiment requires several rounds to
complete, empJoying the current laboratory tech-
nology to test an extensive range of conditions
would require an excessive amount of time and
effort. Alternatively, by first applying mathematical
analysis and computer simulation in order to under-
stand better enrichment processes like SELEX,
available laboratory results can be used to test
critically predictions made from first principles. In
this paper, we derive a mathematical description of
SELEX, test it against available laboratory results,
use it to predict the consequences of extensive
variations in experimental conditions, and apply it
to derive practical strategies and guidelines for. enhanced effectiveness of any enrichment process

like SELEX.
The first objective of this paper is to test whether

the mechanisms proposed for 8ELEX are sufficient
to explain the high levels of enrichment attained in
the laboratory after just a few rounds; in particular,
our first goal is to test whether a descriPtion based
on equilibrium binding is sufficient. We accomplish
this by using a computer program to simulate each
round of SELEX in reconstruction tests. Then we
use further mathematical analysis to predict the
leveJs of enrichment to expect under different condi-
tions: for example. different total RNA and protein
concentrations, different strengths of binding,
different starting fractions of each RNA species,

DNA evolution with SELEX

Figure 1. Enrichment, of nucleic acid ligand sequences
using 8ELEX (SysteTJ"'atic Evolution of Ligands by
EXponential enrichment; Tuerk & Gold, 1990) or enrich-
ment of peptide sequunces using SPE.RT (Systematic
Peptide Evolution by Reverse Translation; Tuerk & Gold,
1990). The 3 general steps involved in each pl'aoes8 are: <D

Selectio~ of ligand seCtuences by binding to a target
molecule, @ partitioning of bound and unboUJld ligand
sequences, and ID PCR amplification of ligand sequences
in the desired fraction. Reverse transcription of an RNA
molecule associated with a selected nascent peptide on a
polysome gives the deSIred effect of reverse translation.
Further details a.re given in the corresponding sections of
the text.

different levels of bacl,cground partitioning, different
concentrations of non-specific competitor molecules
and different sensitivities of PCR or in vitro tran.
scription to the number of RNA or DNA molecules
representing each species.

Our analysis demonstrates that with the right
proportions of nuclei9 acids and protein, just a few
rounds of SELEX arE) enough for enrichment of the
best-binding ligands to form a predominant fraction
of the pool. But when either too little or too much
protein is used, the process can fail outright, or the
number of rounds r~ecessary for enrichment can
become so large that the overall process becomes
impractical. Knowledge of the ideal proportions of
nucleic acids and protein to use can be applied to
promote good enriehment in every round of
SELEX. This knowledge will help make the overall
enrichment process les8 time consuming, less expen-
sive and less susceptible to technical errors.

The final objectivel~ of this analysis are to deter-
mine the optimum protein and nucleic acid concen-
trations to use in SJ8'JLEX for enrichment of the



best-binding nucleic acid molecules in as few rounds
as possible, while ensuring a high likelihood of reco-
vering the best-binding species, even when repre-
sented by only a single molecule in the first round.
With the insight gained from this extensive mathe-
matical and computer-assisted analysis, we are able
to give guideJines on how to increase the likelihood
of enrichment of RNA molecules containing
sequences that bind well with any target of interest.
Although the particular example chosen for detaHed
analysis is enrichment of .RNA ligands using
SELEX. the results can be generalized to include
enrichment of DNA ligands with processes like
SELEX, or enrichment of peptide ligands (e.g., see
Cwirla et at., 1990j Devlin et at., 1990; Scott &
Smith, 1990; Tuerk & Gold, 1990). Hence, the stra-
tegies and guidelines developed here can be
employed for enrichment of DNA, RNA or peptide
sequences selected with almost any target of
interest.

2. Selection

A simple kinetic mechanism for reversible pro-
tein-RNA complex formation in a well-mixed
solution is written as follows:

k+i
[PJ]+[RNAfi]~[P.. RNAiJ i= 1,.. .n, (1)

k-i

where [Pf] is the free protein concentration,
r RN Ai,] is the free RNA species i concentration,
lP ..RNAd is the pl'otein-RNA species i complex
concentration, Ie+! is the rate constant for associa-
tion offree protein and free RNA species i, k-i is the
rate constant fof dissociation of protein-RNA
species i complexes, and n is the number of RNA
sequences with a unique set of rate constants. Alter-
native mechanisms, including multipJe binding sites
or cooperativity, could be considered in subsequent
treatments with appropriate extensions of this
simple scheme.

For any system represented by the above scheme,
the fundamentaJ chemica)-kinetic or mass-action
equations describing the change in concentration of
each protein-RNA species i complex as a function
of time are:

~E~~~NAi] =k ,. [pn' [RNAI. J -k ,'
( P:RNA.

]dt +. JJ J. "., "

i=l,...n, (2)
where [Pf], [RNAii], and [P: RNAi] are the concen-
trations of free protein, free RNA species i, and
protein-RNA species i complex at time t.

2. [P]' [RNA1J[P.. RNA.] = ([P]+ [RNA d+Kd1)+v'{([P]+[RNAd+Kd.)2_4-[PHRNAd}. (7)

The free protein concentration is the difference Of course there are numerous classjcal approxima-
between the total protein concentration and the tions for equilibdum or quasi-steady-state concen-
concentration of all protein-RNA complexes trations of-complexes, like that in- the MichaeHs-
([ P] - ~[P .. RN Ak]); likewise. the free RNA species i Menten formalism, but none give sufficient accuracy
concentration is the difference between the total over the range of total RN A and protein concentra-

,
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iRNA species concentration
RNA species i . compJex
([RNAlJ-[P: RNAjJ):

clep : RN'Aa = k+,' (CPJ- fdt k=l

protein-
concentration

[P :RNAkJ).

([RNAa-[P.. RNAj])-k_i' [P.. RNAj]. (3)

.i= 1,.. .n.
These dynamic equations can be used for either
kinetic or equilibrium analysis. The continuous
differential form is valid whenever the mean rate of
each process is large relative to the varia,nce in that
process or, in other words, equation (3) is accurate
for the description of a pool of RNA with several
molecules representing each unique set of rate
constants. Whenever there is only one molecule, or
just a few molecules, of the best-binding RNA
present, a statistical description of binding is used
tu cletermine the conditions that give a high likeli-
hood of recovering the best-binding RNA. Th~se
statistical formulae are derived in a subsequent
section on the likelihood of success.

At equilibrium, the change in concentration of
each protein-RNA species i complex equals zero:

([PJ- ktl [P: RNAkJ} ([RNA;]-[P: RNA;])

-](di"fP: RNAiJ = 0, (4)
with symbo)s as defined in equations (2) and (3),
and withKdj being the equilibrIum dissociation
constant for protein-RNA species i com]:ilex (Kdj =
k-dk+I). Rearrangement of equation (4) gives the
following impHcit formula for the equHfbrium con-
centration of each protein-RNA species i complex;

~~.

5;,1
..,[P 'RNA] = FP'[RNA]'{[P]-[P:RN.~]). I Kdi+([P]~[P: RNA])

- Fjo'[RNA]'[Pf]- Kdj+ [PfJ' i = 1,. . .n, (5)

with [P: RNA] being the concentration of all pro-
tein-aNA complexes (I:[P: RNAk]), and with F?
being the fraction of the aNA pool composed of
RNA species i ([RNAj]f[RNA]).

When only one RNA species is considered (i.e.
n = I), an analytical solution for the equilibrium
concentration ofprotein-RNA compJexe~1 is possible
by solving the following quadratic equation:

[P: RNA1]2_([p]+[RNAd+Kd1}
'[P.. RNAl]+[P]'[RNAd = 0, (6)

which has two real roots, one physically realizable:

~



tions used in SELEX. (For revealing discussions of
some pitfalls and limitations of classical approxima.
tion see Savageau (1991), Straus & Goldstein (1943)
and Webb (1963).) Although analytical solution of
the quadratic equation for simple reversible associa-
tion of a single RNA species with a single binding
site on the protein is accurate over all RNA and
protein concentrations used in SELEX, and
although the bound concentrations of two
competing species can be calculated by analytical
solution of a cubic equation, iterative numerical
methods are required to calculate equilibrium con-
r,entrations of protein-RNA complexes whenever
three or more competing RNA species are
considered.

We have developed a computer program to solve
numericaHy for the equilibrium concentration of
each protein-RNA species i complex, [P.. RNAl],
given any total protein concentration, [P], any
distribution of RNA species i concentrations,
[RN Ai], and any distribution of equilibrium disso-
ciation constants, Kdj. The Jacobian matrix for
implicit solution of equation (4) by Newton's
method (e.g. see Leunberger, 1973; Press et al.,
1988) is calculated with the following formula:

Fnrq/ = ([P] - t [P.. RNAk])'

k=1

(fRNA.J-[P.. RNAd)-Kd([P.. RNAiJ = 0, (8)

f}Fn'!qiau = a[P.. RNAl] = -([RNAi]-[P :RNAi])

-~i/ ((P]- t [P: RNAkJ + Kd,) .
"=1

i = 1,.. .n,
j = 1... .n,

where au is the element in row i, column j of the
Jacobian matrix, with biZ = 1 and biJ = 0 for i oF j.

Often the success oCNewton's method depends on
a good initial estimate for the solution (e.g. see
Leunberger, 1973; Press et al., 1988), in this case,
the equilibrium concentration of each protein-RNA
species i complex, [P.. RNAd. We use equation (5)
to estimate these values, after the concentration of
all protein-RNA complexes, [P.. RNA1, is calcu-
lated using an estimate for the bulk Kd of the RNA
pool:

. 2. [P]'[RNAJ[P: RN A] = ([PJ + [RNA]+<Kd»)+.JWP]+[RNA]+<Kd»2_~4'[P]'[RNA])' (9)

with [RNA] being the concentration of the total
RNA pool, and with (Kd) being the bulk equiH-
brium dissociation constant for the pool.

We derive (Kd) from the conventional definition
for Kd, substituting equation (5) for each occur-
rence of [P: RNAiJ as follows:

<Kd) == [RNAf]'[Pf]
[P: RNA]

~

(10)

1 1- - [P'f] ~ - ( " PO ) ( "FO )' . L t I i

0=1 Kdi+[PI] i-I Kdi
with FP = [RNAI]/[Rl~A]. The last part of equation
(10) gives an approxilnation for <Kd) that is inde-
pendent of [Pf], whenever [PJJ is much less than
each Kdt. Substituting equation (10) into equation
(9) gives 'exact va1ues for [P: RNA] only when the
value of [Pf] used in equation (10) happens to equal
the actual value, [P]-[P: RNA]. For any other
estimate of [PI], the :resulting <Kd) yields an esti.
mate for [P:RNA]. Tn other words, equation (9)
and (10) stiJ1 are implicit formulae. These formulae
could actually be so}v!'!d numerically for [P: RNA],
and the result could b.~ substituted into equation (5)
to calculate each [P: .ilNAd, instead of numerically
solving the implicit formulae in equation (4).

In this implementation, after initial approxima-
tions are made using equation (5). (9) and (10),
accurate solutions for .the complete set of [P: RN Ai]
that satisfy equation (4) are obtained by iterative
application of Newton's method using equation (8).
Solutions with at least 12 significant digits are
attained in less than four or five iterations of
Newton's method. This rapid convergence to an
accurate solution is due to the initia} approxima-
tions typically giving one or more significant digits
at the onset, depending on the range of equilibrium
dissociation constante: and the abundance of each
RNA speci~s. As notl~d above, one reason for this
level of accuracy is that equation (10) gives an
accurate estimate for (Kd) whenever [Pj] is much
less than each Kdj. The second reason is that errors
in [P: RN Ai] tend to cancel in equation (5)
whenever [PI] is mlJch greater than the corre.
sponding Kd.. for example, when [RN A] is less than
Kdl and Kdj is less than <Kd). Interestingly, this

means that accuracy tends to be high for any pro.
tein-RNA species i eomplex with better binding
than the bulk RNA pool. Representative examples
of the accuracy of 'approximations made using
Equation (5), (9) and (to) are shown in Figure 2(8.)
and (b) over a wide range of relevant conditions.
The overall accuracy for the enrichment calculation
shown (defined as the relative increa.<Je in the
amount of the best-binding RNA for each round)
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Figure 2. Enrichment (defined as the increase in the
fraction of the RNA pool composed of the best-binding
RNA species) calcula.ted using approximations for the
concentra.tion of each protein-RNA species i complex
veTBUB enri(:hment calculated using accurate solutions
obtained by Newton's method, (a) The broken lines are
the approximations calculated with eqns (9), (10) and
(19), and the continuous lines are the accurate solutions
obtained by Newton's method, each plotted tlef'S'U8 the
base-lO logarithm of' the totlLl protein concentration,
normalized to Kd1, The number next to each pair of
curves represents the total RNA concentration, norma.l.
ired to Kdl, For total RNA concentrations less than or
equal to Kdt. differences are too small to be seen
graphically (see (b) fOl' calculated differences). Both
[PI/Kd1 and [RiVAl/Ka1 are varied o\'er 12 orders of
m$gnitude, and other pa.ra.meters have been chosen (i.e.
Kdl = 1, <Kd) = 1000, Fl- 0-10. BG/CP - frl % and
[Pf] ~ [P)/2) to emphasize potential regions of in.
accuracy, (b) The number of significant digits (calculated
as. the negative base.lO logarithm of the maximum
relative difference in eqn (19) solved with the approxima-
tion for <Kd) from eqn (10) or with high-a.ccora.cy solu.
tions refined by iterative application of Newton's method
using eqn (8)) is plotted ver8US the base-tO logarithm of
t.hl!! total protein concentration. normali2ed to Kal'
Parameter values are the same as in (a). Accuracy Using
eqn (10) is generally higher 9.t lower total RNA concentra-
tions, e.g. 9 to 20 digits accuracy for [RNAJ/Kd, ~ 10-6,
3 to 16 digits for [RNAI/Kd. ~ 1. 0 digits (i.e. 100%
maximum error) to 14 digits accuracy for [RNA]/Kd1 "
106. Accuracy is greatest at both extremes of total pro.
tein concentration. Similar levels of accuracy a.re attained
when severa! competing species of RNA are treated simul-
taneously (results not shown).
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Any method of partitioning different specjes of
nucleic acid sequences, including filter binding
(Tuerk & Gold, 1990), gel-mobility shifts (Blackwell
& Weintraub, 1990; Mavrothala.saitis etal., 1990),
affinity chromatography (Ellington & Szostak,
1990; Oliphant et al., 1989), antibody precipitation,
phase partitions, protection from lIucleolytic
cleavage (ftobertson & Joyoe, 1990), or splicing
activity (Green et al., 1990), can be used to advan-
tage with SELEX. For example, with fUter binding
most protein-RNA complexes stick to, a nitro-
cellulose filter while most free RNA mole{~ules wash
thr.ough (Uhlenbook et aI., 1983; Yaros, 1976; Yarus
& Berg, 1967, 1970).

Since a fraction of free RN A molecules a.Js01pa.rti-
tiODS as non-specific background, the tot;3.1 amount
of each RNA species i collected and then eluted
from the filter for PeR amplification is calculated
using the following formula., which a.c(:ounts for
both the desired signal from the best-binding RN A
molecules that partition a.ppropriately in protein-
RNA complexes and the noise from competing RNA
moIecu}es that partition in protein-RNA complexes
plus free RNA molecules that partition 0.8 non-
specific background:

RNAf'Jr'= VoZ'{OP'[P:RNA;]

+BO' ([RNAfJ- [P: RNAJ)}' 6-02 x 1(¥3, (ll)

i = 1,.. .n,

where RNAf"" is the number of molecul~ of RNA
species i that partition for subsequent PCR amplifi-
cation, Vol is the volume of the reaction mixture
pa,ssed through the filter, OP is the fra.ction of
protein-RNA complexes that partition appropri-
ately, (P: RNA;] is the molar equilibrium concen-
tration of protein-RNA species i complex calculated
as described in the preooding section, EG is the
fraction .0£ free RNA molecules that pa,rtition as
non-specific background, and [RNA.J is the total
RNA species i concentration.

Any method of pa.rtitioning typically gives less
than perfect separation of bound and unbound
ligands and, hence, the mathematical des<:ription of
SELEX requires an estimate for background parti-
tiomng in each round. With any effective parti-
tioning technique, the fraction of free RNA
molecules that partitions as non-specific back-
ground is obviously Jess than the fraction of pro-
tein-RNA complexes that partitions a.ppropriately;
the smaller the ratio of BG to OP the better. For the
best partitioning techniques BO approa()hes zero,
a.nd OP approaches unity.



Tests have shown that with nitrocellulose filtra-
tion, background partitioning is essentially constant
for any given RNA pool, whether the smallest or
largest number of molecules available is passed
through the filter.. Further tests have shown that
even after nitrocellulose filters are pretreated with
the maximum amount of non-amplifiable RNAavailable (with the intention of reducing the frac- .

tioD of peR-amplifiable molecules that partitions as
non-specific background) background partitioning
for any given RNA pool remains essentiaHy
unchanged.

As is accounted for by the parameter CP in
equation (11), not all protein-RNA complexes in
solution may be retained on the filter. Furthermore,
RNA in tightly bound complexes may be retained
better on the filter than RNA in weakly bound
complexes. Whenever this is true, enrichment for
RNA molecules that bind tightly would be further
enhanced in each round of SELEX. On the other
hand, if some molecules were not eluted from the
filter as well as others, their enrichment would be
reduced.

4. Amplification and Renormalization

The amount of each RNA species i recovered
from the filter and copied into cDN A for PCR
amplification is calculated using the following
formula:

cDNAF' = RT'RNAf"", i = 1" ..n, (12)

where .RNAfa~' is the number of molecules of RNA
species i that partitions for POR, as calculated with
equation (11), and RT is the fraction of partitioned

. RNA molecules that is copied by reverse transcrip-
tion into cDNA for amplification by POR. In this
treatment, the value of RT is assumed to be
constant. It is determined both by the fraction of
RNA copied by reverse transcripta,se to make
cDNA and by the fraction of cDNA molecules that
is effectively replicated in each cycle of PCR. The
assumption that RT is constant for all species is a
reasonable starting point, since, given sufficient
time, when all molecules have the same primer sites
for PCR and an excess of primer molecules is used,
each spedes (whether rare or abundant) has
yirtuaUy the same likelihood of annealing with a
primer molecule. Also, since each cDNA molecule
typically is the same length, there is virtually no
differential. rate of amplification on the basis of size.
Of course, if any RNA species has a secondary
structure that interferes with primer annealing for
cDNA synthesis, or if the primary or secondary
structure of the corresponding oDNA slows the rate
of DNA. polymerase during PCR amplification,
enrichment of that species is reduced. We do not
incorporate these effects, since there are no good
rules for predicting what structures actually make a
difference. When more is learned about these struc-
tures, any significant effects can be added to the
mathematical description of SELEX.

The total amount of RJ~A amplified as cDNA by
POR is calculated by summing the number of mole-
cules of each species amplified, as calculated with
equation (12):

n
cDNAPC' = L cDNAfc,.

l~ 1

Affinity measurement protocols often include
"carrier" or "non-specHi<, competitor" RNA mole-
cules. Whenever such molecules are used in SEI-EX,
obviously these species f,hould be non-amplifiable
and thus are excluded fI'om the total in -equation
(13). Interestingly, whem~ver non-specific competi-
tor molecules interact wii!h the protein at the same
site as the best-binding Hgand molecules, the main
consequence of adding eompetitor molecules is a
reduction in the number of specific sites available
for selection. Hence, to c~etermine the protein con-
centration that binds the desired amount of amplifi-
able ligand molecules wii:,h a high concentration of
non-specific competitor rriolecules present, corrected
binding curves must be generated by including the

. appropriate concentration of these mo}ecules in each
titration. .

The advantages of usiHg a high concentration of
non-specific, non-amplifin.ble competitor molecules
in each round of SEI..EX can include a reduction in
adsorption of amplifiabh~ ligand molecules to any
non-specific sites on labw,a.re, a reduction in bindillg
of amplifiable ligand molecules to any non-specific
sites on the target protl~in, or a reduction in the
fraction of free amplifiable molecules collected as
non-specific background on "false-partitioning"
sites, but only when such sites are effectively satu-
rated by the amount of non-specific competitor
molecules used. If these eonditions are not met, the
effect of adding non-spec:lfic competitor molecules is
essentially the same as reducing the amount of
protein used. ,

The amount of each a~mp)jfiable cDNA species i
recovered after one rour~d, relative to the total in
equation (13), is calculat~d as follows:

cDN Afc, .Fi = cDNAPcr' ~=l n. (\4)

After renormalization of the RNA. pool to its
original concentration by in vitro transcription
(from promoter sites with the same primary
sequence in every corre<:tly amplified cDNA mole-
cule) the concentration of each RNA species after
one round of SELEX is:

(15)

( 13)
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Figure 3. Predicted struct~re of. the ge~e~3tt8.n8.a- determipapt.B oftheopeti~&r~q~'ired ~oi iecbgni~
tional operator in bacteriophage T4 (Tuerk et, at, 1990; tion by gp43 in~hlde botti, :the 'piiniatys~quence :
Tuerk & Gold, 1990). The extent of the riboso,me binding (e.g.. contacts with specific rnicJePtide:~ inspedfic
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in the wild-type loop sequence is represented as the dotted T d . . . :.
lines connecting the potential A'C and A' U pairs (see 0 ~tern:1Oe prec1sely what the 8equ'~nce of el~ht
Tuerk & Gold, 1990). A pool of RNA molecules with each nUCle?tldes 10 the loo~ of. the RN A opE~rator regIon
of 4 nucleotides substituted a.t every position in the 8-base contnb~te8 to gp43 bmd1Og, Tuerk &. Gold (1990)
loop was \1tilized for the experiments described in the synthesIzed a, pool of RNA molecule~1 with these
text. eight nucleotides randomized. The rest of the

operator region was left unchanged. II1corporation

WilcHype aI-Hoop sequence

... Tablet. .;
A. Input parameters for 8imulatio/l-s with the program SELEXION (our unpublished results)

. . . ... . i

lnpullig<tnd 1'00/
Random nucleotide positions, N
Total number of ligand molecu.les sampled. Rlf/ A
Calculated so.turation of sequence space, RN A 141#
Kd of bulk ligand poo\, (Kd) ... .. ..;
Fraotion of bound Iig&l)ds pa.rtitioned for POR, CP . .
Fraction of free Uganda pa.rtiti-;ined. as background, BG

Binding conditioM for flU! round
Round number, rnd
Total reaction VOhlme. Vol
Tota.l ligand concentration, [RNA]
Tota.\ target concentration, [P]

~

the next section to performthese. descriptions in
reconstruction tests.

s.

~~~~~~~



of four differ~nt nucleotides in each of eight posi-
tions would generate 48 or 65,536. unique sequences
of RNA molecules in the pool. The bulk Kd for the
mixed pool is 3'2 x 10-7 M, or 67-fold weaker
binding than the wild-type operator. The RNA pool
with the eight-loop nucleotides randomized in the
RNA operator has been used in a series of SELEX
experiments (Tuerk & Gold, 1990) referred to here
as the 8N-Ioop experiments. In the most extensively
characterized 8N-Ioop experiment, the total RNA
and protein concentrations were approximately
3 x 10-5 and 3 x 10-8 M in each round. We use these
RNA and protein concentrations in the reconstruc-
tion tests described below.

The mathematical techniques derived in the
preceding sections have been implemented in a
computer program called SELEXION, for
Systematic Evolution of Ligand8 by EXponential
enrichment with Integrated Optimization by
Non-linear analY8is (our unpublished results). Table
lA shows the input parameters required for simula-
tions with this program, and TabJe IB shows the
settings used for a reconstruction test of the most
extensively characterized 8N-Ioop experiment
(experiment B), Figure 4 shows the results pr~dicted
by the program for several rounds of SELEX. Each
input parameter and the results are explained
below.

(a) Input RN A pool

In the 8N-loop experiments, the possible number
of unigue sequences is 48- With 10-41 of
3 x 10-5 M-RNA in the first round, the total number
of RN A molecules sampled is 1-8 x lOtS. This
number of molecules gives a saturation of sequence
space, which we define as the mean number of
molecules of each unique sequence, of 2-7 x 1010
molecules per unique sequence. The Kd for the bulk
input RNA pool was measured as 3-2 x 10- 7 M- The
fraction of RNA molecules in protein-RNA
complexes that partition for subsequent POR ampli-
fication was measured as 80%, and the fraction of
free RNA molecules that partition as non-specific
background was measured as 0-1 %.

(b) Binding conditions

Although different total reaction volumes, RNA
concentrations or protein concentrations can be
used in each round of SELEX, the binding condi-
tions in each round of 8N-Ioop experiment B were
all the same. The total reaction volume was 10-4).
the total RNA concentration was approximately
3 x 10-5 M, and the total protein concentration was
approximately 3 x 10-8 M. These are the settings for
each round of the reconstruction test.

(0) Estimated ligand properties
If every nucleotidA in the eight-base loop were

involved in making specific contacts with gp43, or in
positioning other contacts, the best- binding RN A

~

sequence in the 8N-Ioop experiments would have an
additional 16 bits of sp'~cific nucleic acid informa-
tion content (Schneider et at., 1986) relative to the
bulk RNA pool. This is the most stringent recon-
struction test for these e:x:periments, since whenever
less information is actua;Uy required the fraction of
the bulk RNA pool madl~ up of molecules with wild-
type binding would be even greater. In the 8N-loop
experiments, a singJe variant loop sequence was
discovered that has a ,[(d indistinguishable from
wild-type. Thus, the mean fraction of RNA
molecules with the wild-,~ype Kd is two out of every
65,536 molecules. Since this example is a reconstruc-
tion, we use a setting of 15 bits, which specifies one
sequence with the wild-type Kd out of every 32,768
unique sequences. The Kid for the best-binding RNA
is set equal to the value ,measured for both the wild-
type and major-variaJolt sequences, 4'8)( 10-9 M
(Tuerk & Gold. 1990).

The number of specie:~ with unique Kd values in
the total population is usually unknown, and an
arbitrary choice often h~\.s to be made for this para-
meter. For example, this number can be set to a
value of 2 when only the enrichment of the best-
binding RNA ver,sU8 all ; competing RNA molecules
is of interest. On the othier hand, whenever it is also
important to follow one' or more RNA species with
intermediate binding. this number can be set to any
value, up to the memory Hmits of the computer (33
in the current microcpmputer implementation).
Note that the number of unique Kd values equals n
in the equations given in the previous sections;
hence, the computer time required for solution

. increases with n2 (e.g. s)e eqn (7)).
In this reconstructiol~ test using conditions to

simulate 8N-Ioop experit'nent B, we follow two RNA
species each having the 'wild-type Kd (Le. the wild.
type sequence and th'8 major-variant sequence;
Tuerk & Gold, 1990), a r-i1ixture of species all having
approximately the bulk Kd of the RNA pool, and
three species each having a unique intermediate Kd
(corresponding to the K.~ values of the three minor-
variant sequences isola'~d; Tuerk & Gold, 1990).
Pools with every numMr of different RNA species
between two and 33, and with severa) species having
a Kd worse than the bull,t pool (Le. larger), have also
been followed, with little change in the number of
rounds for enrichment (if the best-binding RNA to
at least half the pool (e.g. see Fig. 4(b)).

Figure 4(a) shows the'input distribution of RNA
molecules having the hulk Kd, the best Kd, and
three intermediate Kd v:alues before the first round
of SELEX (panel 0). 1;'his input distribution was
generated by setting thei best Kd equal to the Kd of
the wild-type operator, and then by setting the
abundance of the beat-b~nding RNA to one in every
215 molecules, the observed value for wild.tvpe and
major-variant sequences', The Kd values of the three
intermediate species we]~e set to match the minor-
variants, and the abund~nce of each was set to one
in every 216 molecules, 1!he obBerved value. Fina.lly,
the Kd values for all rE;maining RNA species, not
cion ally isolated after tl!le fourth round of 8N-Ioop

!
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experiment B, were grouped together and set equal
to the bulk Kd for the input pool. Other more
complex input distributions that match the wild-
type and bulk Kd values have also been used, again
with little change in the number of rounds for
enrichment of the best-binding RNA to at least half
the pool (e.g. see Fig. 4(b».

(d) Predicted results

The change in the distribution of RNA molecules
predicted after each of eight rounds of SELEX with
parameters corresponding to 8N-Joop experiment B
js shown in Figure 4{a), 1 through 8. The relative
a?u~da~c~ of ~N ~ ~olecules w~th the wild-type Kd
ootamed In the labora.tory after tour rounds of
SELEX is shown for comparison as the broken line
in pane] 4. There is a. good correlation between the
laboratory results using SELEX a.nd the results of
simulations using SELEXION. The correlations are
similar for different input distributions (e.g. see
Fig. 4(b}) and for the conditions used in aU of the
8N-loop experiments (results not shown), which
indicates that the equilibrium mecha1t.ism proposed
for SELEX is sufficient to explain the high levels of
enrichment attained in the laboratory after just a Jew
rou:MS. With good correlations between the labora.
tory results and the simulations, further analysis
based on the ma.thema.tical description of SELEX
should provide accurate predictions for the levels of
enrichment to expect under different conditions.

6. Predicted Enrichment for Different
Conditions

We have developed computer programs to solve
for and plot the predicted concentration of each
protein-RNA species i complex as a function of
different input conditions, including the tota.l pro-
tein concentration, the total RNA concentration,
the fraction of the RNA pool made up of the best-
binding RNA, the bulk Kd of the tota.l RNA pool
rela.tive to the Kd of the best-binding RNA, and the
fraction of free RNA molecules that partitions as
non-specific ba.ckground t1er8U8 the mction of pro-
tein-RNA complexes that partitions appropriately
([PJ, [RNA], F(, (Kd)/Kdtl and BO/OP, respec-
tively). Note tha.t the fraction of partitioned RNA
molecules tha.t is effectively copied into cDNA for
ampHtication by PCR is not included here, since RT
is cancelled entirely from enrichment calculations
and therefore has no impact whenever there is
adequate representation of each RNA species (e.g.
ftft- ft_- ,. on...,., "'i" \.. Y /I .

Figure 5(90) shows an example of the predicted
enrichment for different conditions. The fraction of
the best-binding RNA in complexes,
[P: RNAd/[RNAd. and the fraction of the total
RNA pool in complexes, [P.' RNA]f(RN.A]. are
_I_"L_.J -- - 1.-- -' ... .. .'PIUJ,I.1:IU un tL wglO axIs vereU8 l;ne l;O~a.f protem
conoentra.tion, nanodized to Kdl and plotted on a
loglo axis. At equilibrium in solution, the relative
a.mount of the best-binding RNA in protein-RNA

I
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-Pig. S. (a.) Fractio;n of the best. binding RNA
molecules. RNA1, and ifraction of the total RNA pool,
RN A, in protein-R~A complexes. (b) Uncorrected
enrichment ca.lculated ail the ratio between the concentra-
tion of the best-binding 'RNA in protein-RNA complexes,
[P:RNAd. and the co\lcentration of aU protein-RNA
complexes. [P:RN A], atiequilibrium in so1ution ver8U8 the
total protein concentra;I;ion. [PJIKd. is varied over 12
orders of magnitude, 8.n<~ results are shown fo1' a represen-
tative set of parametel; values (i.e. Kd1 <=; I. (Kd) 0;

IOOo,F~ -10-15, (RN.I~) -10-4 N, and BGjGP =0%).
In this case, maximum discrimination between the best.
binding RNA molecules :and competing molecules occurs
at total protein concentd~,tion8 less than Kdt-

complexes is greatest pnder conditions that maxi-
mize the vertical dista!noe between these curves or
as shown in Figure: 5(b), the ratio between
complexes with the b~t-binding RNA and all pro-
tein-RNA complexes is greatest at low total protein
concentration and is 8r~aJle8t when nearly all RNA
is bound a.t high total! protein concentration. The
upper limit for the ra.t~o plotted in Figure 5(b) can
be calculated using the: following formula.:

[P:RNAd = (RNAtg, ( Kd)+[PfJ

)[P:RNA] [RNA] Kd,+[PfJ

[RNAd. (.5Jfd»)= F.°,~Kd) (16)< (RNAJ Kd1 I Kd1'

For the particular p:a.rameter values used to
generate Figure 5(b), the upper limit is 10-12, a
factor of <Kd)/Kd1 a.bo\re ~. the input fraction of
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Fig. 6. Enrichment for the best-binding RNA in ea.ch
roul1d of SELEX ver.~U8 the tota.l protein concentration.
Enrichment is ca.lculated with eqn (18). Parameter values
are the same as in Fig. 5. The number next to ea.ch curve
is the percentage of free RNA molecules that partitions as
non-specific background VE'.1'8'U8 the fraction of protein-
RNA complexes that partitions appropria.tely (BGIOP).
Maximum enrichment decreases and occurs at higher
total protein concentrations as background pa.rtitioning
increases.

~

RNA.. In this case, decreasing total protein to
concentrations much less than Kd. does little to
increase the enrichment. As iUustrated below, when
background partitioning is also considered, enrich-
ment actually decreases again at low total protein
concentrations.

Figure 5 gives the results to expect for [RNA]=
1O-4M, F?= 1O-1s, and (Kd)/Kd1=IOJ but with
no correction for background partitioning (Le.
BG/OP = 0%). Different values of JI~o and
< Kd)/Kd 1 just change the scales of each axis.
Correcting for different values of BO/OP has the
effects shown in Figure 6. As BG/OP increases,
enrichment for the best-binding RNA decreases,
and maximum enrichment occurs at higher total
protein concentrations. This is because the relative
amount of RNA molecules that partitions as non-
specific background increases either as BG/OP
increases or as the amount of the best-binding RNA
molecules that. partitions in protein-RNA
complexes decreases when less protein is used.

Coupled equHibrium equations similar to
equations (1) to (5) have also been used to predict in
vivo response characteristics; for example, the frac-
tion of lac operator sites bound with lac repressor in
a population of uninduced Escherichia coli (Berg &
von Hippel. 1987; von Hippel et al., 1974; von
Hippel & Berg, 1986). We have duplicated these
results by solving equations (I) to (5) to predict a
99,9 % fractional saturation of lac operator sites (Le.
consistent with an induction ratio of 1000: I) given
107 non-specific binding sites for lac on the E. coli
chromosome, a non-specific binding constant of
1'67xlO-31\1, a single lac operator site per cell. a
specific binding constant of 10-12 M, and 10 lac
molecules per cell. These kinds of mathematical
treatments are just two examples of the type of
non-linear analysis required to integrate detailed

"CO, >", '~:,::',

knowledge of molecular interactions into ,8. robust,
quantitative understanding of any comple* process.
The results demonstrate that non-linear. mathe-
niatical analysis is not only a practical tool: that can
be used to enhance the effectiveness of a biotechno-

I
logical process, but is also another essenti~l tool for
understanding complex processes such as rhgulatory
mechanisms in intact organisms (e.g. see B~rg, ]988;
Berg & van Hippe), 1987, 1988; Savagea-u, 1976;
Voit, 1991; von Hippel & Berg, 1986).

7. Optimum Protein Concentration; with
Estimates for Kdl

The enrichment for each round of ~ELEX is
defined as .the increase in the fraction of; the RN A
pool composed of the RNA species with th:e smallest
Ka, (by convention Kdl):

FfE1 = F o1 (17)
. 1

where FP equals [RNA1J/[RNAJ before ii,he round,
and Ft equals [RNA1J/[RNAJ after the : round, as

calculated with equation (14) from tM previous
section on amplification. After substitution and
rearrangement, equation (17) becomes:

E =~, [P: RNA1]+BGb' FP'[RiVA]
( 18)

1 F? (n ) .
I 1~1 [P: RNAt] +BGb' UlNA]

- [P.. RNA l]/[RNA 1] + BGb'- [P.. RNA]/[RNA]+BGb'

where BOb = BO/(OP-80), with BO 'being the
fraction of free RNA molecules that pa!rtitions as
non-specific background, and with OP; being the
fraction of protein-RNA complexes thatj partitions
appropriately. The second half of equ;ation (I8)
shows that enrichment is the fraction: of RNA1
bound plus BOb relative to the fraoti~n of total
RNA bound plus BOb. ,

By using equation (5) to calculate the ;concentra-
tion of complexes with the best-binding iRNA, and
then by using equations (5) and (lO) to clJ!lculate the
concentration of all protein-RNA ,oomp}exes,
enrichment can be written as a function of one
variable ([Pf]) and four parameters (J{d1~ (Kd), BOand OF): '

[Pf]/(Kd1 + [Pf]) +BGb ,
E1 = [Pf]/«Kd) + [Pf]) + BGt (19)

At low free protein concentrations the' calculated
value for (Kd) is for all practical purpos~(s indepen-
dent of [Pf] (e.g. see eqn (10». Typical e;xamples of
the accuracy of equation (19) using such ~pproxima-
tions for <Kd) are shown in Figure 2(a) ~nd (b) and
were discussed earlier in the section orl selection.
The degree to which the approximation~ for <Kd)
influence the value predicted for the optlimum pro-
tein concentration is examined furthbr in thissection (e.g. see Figs 7 and 8). '



Whenever the free protein concentration is low
enough to make calculation of (Kd) using equation
(10) virtually independent of [PfJ (Le.
a(Kd>la[PfJ~O), the optimum free protein concen-
tration that gives maximum enrichment can be
determined analytically by setting the partial
derivative of equation (19) with respect to [PfJ
equal to zero and rearranging to obtain the
following formula: .

complexes that partitio,os appropriately versus the
fraction of free RNA n;lOlecules that partitions as
non-specific backgroun~1 ((}P/BG) , Although. the
difference in binding b)'i definition i~ never greater'
than the reciprocal of I\he starting fraction of the
best-binding RNA (i.:e. (Kd>/Kd1 ~ I/F?, see
eqn (10)), for any round! with a sO)aJl starting frac.
tion of the best-binding iRNA, the optimum protein
concentration and maxHnum enrichment are for all
practical purposes indeBendent of FY,

Figure 7(a) shows optimum total protein concen-
trations calculated by independent numerical
methods that include ;the actual dependence of
(Kd) on [Pf) (Le. a(K(~)/a[pf) :1= 0, see eqn (10)).
These numerically deter:mined concentrations agree
with equation (21), an:d the maximum levels of
enrichment shown in Eligure 7(b) also agree with
equation (22). Therefort~, a(Kd)/o[Pf] approaches
zero at the optimum free protein concentration.
which means that theast~umption required to derive
the analytical solution f?r [Pf]* is valid, .

In general, any total :RNA concentration giving
adequate representation of the best-binding RNA
species can be chosen, ,and maximum enrichment
can be attained, by uai~g the total protein concen-
tration calcuJated with : equation (21). In the 8N-

. i

- { [RNAJ } J(BG )- 1+ [ J(BG )] . Gp. Kd1.<Kd) ,
<Kd) + Cp' Kd1 . (Kd)

{ [RNA] } J(BG Kdl )<Kd> +[1 J(BG. Kd1 )] ' Cpo <Kd) ,

. + GP <Kd) .

J(BO . )[Pf]* = Gp.Kdlo (Kd) °

Hence, the optimum total protein concentration
that gives maximum enrichment is calculated as
fol]ows;

[P] = [PjJ+ [P.. RNA]

[RNA]' [Pf]= [Pf]+ (Kd) + [Pf])

{ [RNA] } . [Pi},
= 1 + (Kd) + [PfJ)

{ [RNA] } '[Pf]*, (P]* = 1 + (Kd) + [PJJ*>

=

. J(BG Kdl )~(I(d)+[RNAJ)' GP'(Kd) ,

where J{(BGjGP)'(Kdd(Kd)n is approximately
equal to the fraction of the total RNA pool bound
(Le, [P:RNAJ/[RN AJ), By substituting [Pf}* from
equation (20) into equation (19) and rearranging,
the following formula for the maximum enrichment
per round is obtained:

E * - (J(BOOKdd+J(OPO<Kd») ) 2 1 - ~(GP'Kdd+~(BGo<Kd»

( 1 J( GPo <I(d»
) )2 + BG Kd1

= JOP J<Kd) .
-+ -
BO .Kd1

Equations (21) and (22) show that the optimum
protein concentration and maximum enrichment

per round are functions of three physical conditions:

namely, the bulk Kd of the total RNA pool «Kd»),

the Kd of the best-binding RNA (Kdd, and back-

ground partitioning (BO/OP). For the mechanisms

under consideration, maximum enrichment per

round is never greater than the difference in binding

«Kd)IKd1) or the fraction of protein-RNA

~

(20)

(21)

~

loop experiments (Tuetfk & Gold, 1990), protein
concentrations from 12-;rold greater than optimum
(experiment A) to fourfold less than optimum
(experiment B) were use~, and the experiment with
the protein concentrati9n closest to optimum (2'6-
fold greater than optimum in experiment C) gave
the best enrichment.

Figure 8(30) shows the J;ninimum number of rounds
for enrichment of the b~st-bindiBg RNA from one
molecule in 1015 to at; least half the pool using
optimum protein concen:trations for BG/CP = 1%,
and Table 2 summarizeE! the minimum, maximum
and average number 01: rounds for differences in
binding between fourfold, and 1O6-fold and for levels
of background partitioni:ng of 0'1 %. 1 % and 10 %.
The minimum number of rounds is five when there
is a 1O6-fold difference i,n binding and background
partitioning is as low a~ 0.1 %, and the maximum
number of rounds is 49 ",hen there is just a fourfold
difference in binding and! background partitioning is
as high as 10%. The aveJ:'age is 12 rounds for the full
range of differences in birding between fourfold and
1O6.fold and for levels of!baokground partitioning of
0'1 %, 1 % and 10%. N~turally, even fewer rounds
are required when there is a higher starting fraction
of the best-binding RJN'A; for example, with a
starting fraction of one ,jn a billion molecuJes, the

(22)
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Fig.7. (a)Optimum total protein concentration
([P]*fKd1o (b) l\laximum enrichment per round (El*)
each as a function of the relative difference in binding
between best RNA and the bulk pool «Xd)/Kd1).
Numerically determined results with a(Kd)/fJ(Pf] ¥' 0 are
shown for differences in binding between 4-fold and
lO6-fold. The number next to the each curve is the
percentage of free RNA molecules that partitions as non-
specific background versus the fraction of protein-RNA
complexes that partitions appropriately (BO/OP). For the
mechanisms described in the text, maximum enrichment
per round is never greater than the relative difference in
binding «Kd)/Kdd or the fraction of protein-RNA
complexes that partitions a,ppropriately versus the frac-
tion of free RNA molecules tha.t partitions I!$ non-specific
background (OP/BO).

~

average is just seven rounds to enrich to at least half
the pool using optimum protein concentrations (e.g.
see Table 2).

The program SELEXION supports the use of
optimum total protein concentrations calculated in
each round with equation (21). To confirm that
these settings actuaHy minimize the number of
rounds, we have compared the predicted minimum
number of rounds with the number of rounds deter-
mined independently in simulations using the
optimum total protein concentration for each
round. Figure 8(a) shows number of rounds needed
to enrich the best-binding RNA from one molecule
in 1015 to at least half the pool vers'U8 the initial
difference in binding (Kd)/Kd1). The optimum
protein concentration set with equation (21) always
gives enrichment within two or three rounds of the
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predicted minimum, and the reason why a few extra
rounds are required is easy to undersiand. For a
pool with one or more species having intermediate
binding, the difference in binding betwElen the bulk
pool and the best-binding RNA becc/mes appre-
ciably smaller after a few rounds t,han it was
initially. Then, with smaller difference~ in binding,
enrichment for each subsequent round 'is less than
the maximum predicted on the basis of; a pool with
just two species. This reduction of the difference in
binding explains why the minimum. number of
rounds measured in simulations with n,lany unique
species is .always a few rounds higMr than the
minimum number of rounds predicted for just two
species, as is borne out by simulations with just two
species (results not shown).

The enrichment attained with optin:mm protein
concentrations provides an ideal berichmark by
which any strategy for enrichment can f~e evaluated
objectively. Also, being able to ca!lculate the
optimum protein concentration, gjve~l any total
RNA concentration, eliminates all trial and error
and guesswork from finding conditio~s that give
rapid enrichment with any protein or oi,her binding
agent of interest. The only parameters ;required are
the bulk Kd of the total RNA pool f(Kd»), the
desired Kd for the best-binding RNA (.KId1), and the
fraction of free RNA molecules that eartitions as
non-specific background ver8US the fra~tion of pro-
tein-RNA complexes that partitions aJ?propriately
(BGIGP). In the next section we develof' an alterna-
tive strategy that gives near-maximum! enrichment
even when the binding advantage for the best RNA
is unknown. .

8. Near~optimum Protein Concentr~:,tion with
No Estimate for Kdl

In many circumstances, the Kd 0:£ the best-
binding RNA is unknown, and the <>ptimization
strategy described in the preceding se;ction would
not be helpful unless a guess were made for Kd1. For
these situations, we have developed an: alternative,
near-optimum strategy that ensures gqod levels of
enrichment over a broad range of possib,le Kd values
for the best-binding RNA without re~uiring any
estimate for Kd1. The approach is to USt? the ma.the-
ma.tical description of SELEX to find: the protein
concentration that minimizes the incJ!ease in the
number of rounds, no matter what the ~!ctual differ-
ence is between the bulk Kd and Kd1, Then, the
only parameters required to deter!mine near-
optimum settings are the total RNA corcentration.
the bulk Kd, and the level of backg~ound parti-
tioning, BO/CP, with BO being the fra~;tion of free
RNA molecules that partitions as non-8~~ecific back-
ground and CP being the fraction of pJ:otein-RNA
complexes tha.t partitions appropriately:.

Figure 9(a) shows an example of tM maximum
enrichment possible whenever the ratio {if (Kd) and
Kd1 is some value between unity (Le. n(~ difference)
and 106 (i.e, a lO6-fold difference), and jit shows the
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Fig. 8. Simulation tests of SELEX using: (a) optimum (*), (b) near-optimum (-*). (0) sufficient (-), (d) insufficient
( < <) or excess (> » total protein concentrations (see eqns (21). (23) e.nd (25». The number of rounds required to
enrich the best-binding RNA from 1 molecule in 1015 to at least half the pool is plotted verSU6 the initial difference in
binding «Kd)/Kd1). All results are for representative settings of background partitionini and total RNA (BOIGP - 1%
and [RN A] = 10-4 M). In each panel, the continuous )jne is the pre<licted minimum n~mber of rounds with optimum
protein concentrations a.nd only 2 competing species of RNA. The broken lines are the predicted number of rounds with 2
RNA species and the relevant protein concentraticlD. and the 'symbols represent the resul~8 ofBimulations with 10 unique
species of RNA and the relevant protein concentration. The insufficient protein concentr1,tion used in (d) binds () 1 % of
the total RNA in each round, and the excess protein concentration binds 20%. For :any difference in binding. the
optimum, near-optimum and sufficient protein concentrations all give enrichment in fewer rounds than either the
insufficient or the excess protein concentrations. Also. with the Insufficient protein concerltration, the best-binding RNA
is lost in the tint round for a.n initial difference in binding of 10-fold or less. In each ca¥' the extra rounds, with near-
optimum or sufficient protein concentrations versus the minimum number of roUI)~S with the optimum protein
concentration correspond to those predicted (see Figs 9 a.nd 10).

enrichment to expect when different guesses for the
vaJue of Kd1 are used in equation (21), There is no
reduction in enrichment whenever the guess for
(Kd)fKd1 happens to equal the actual value for
(Kd)/Kd1, Figure D(b) shows the potential increase
in the number of rounds for a more-focused range of
different guesses. For overly optimistic guesses, the
number of rounds goes up dramatically, but for
overly pessimistic guesses the imp&ct is not quite as
severe. For guesses of one 4th, 8th, 16th, 32nd, 64th
or 128th, actuaJly using a setting for Kdt that is one
64th the bulk Kd of the total RNA pool minimizes
the average increase in the number of rounds for all
possible values of <Kd)/Kd1, or using a setting that
is one 16th the bulk Kd minimizes the peak increase
in the number of rounds. Since the peak increase in
the number of rounds represents the maximum
amount of extra work that could be encountered
with any guess for (Kd)/Kd1, we have chosen to
base our near-optimum strategy on minimizing this
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peak, rather than mininpzing the average increase.
On the b8.8is of seve;ra.\ cases similar to tho8e

shown in Figure 9(&) an~ (b), the following protein
concentrations minimize the peak increase in the
number of rounds for all pOSRjble values of
<Kd)/Kd1 between two ~Lnd 106, and foral! possible
values of (Kd), [RNA], and BGfCP:

[P]-* = «Kd)+[RNA)ooo7'( ~~r/3, (23)

Whenever. the total RN;A concentration is appre-
ciably greater than the J~ulk Kd of the RNA pool,
for example when a typioa.l nucleic acid binding
protein is used and the tqtal nucleic acid concentra-
tion approaches 1O-4~, the bulk Kd can be
neglected in equation (2:{):

. (BO)2/3 [P] *~[RNA]'O'7' (JP . (24)



Table 2
111inimum, maximum and average number of rounds of SELEX required to enrich the best-binding #gands to at
lea.~t half the pool, starting from five different input fractions (F~ = [LIG1)/[LIO)), using the optimum, the

near-optimum or the 8ufficient total concentration of target molecules in each round... . !
. . I

Number of rounds starting from five different fra.ctions of IJIG1 (F;~)t

10-3 10-6 10-9 10-12 10-15Total [Tit

(1'1*§

[2'] - *11

[7') - ~

NUn 1
Max 10
Avg 2
Min 2
Max 10
Avg 3
Min 3
Max 12
Avg 3

3
30

7
5

30
8
8

3~

9
i

. . . . .' . 0

[LIGJ = total concentration of amplifiableligands, [LIG1) = concentration of amplifiable ligand sequences that bind ~est. [T) "" total
concentration of ta.rget molecules. (KrJ) = bulk equilibrium diasociation constant for total amplifiable ligand pool. Kdi = equilibrium
dissociation constant for amplifiable ligand sequences that bind best, BG =:' fraction offree amplifiable ligands that partitions as non-
specific background, CP = fraction of targetr-ligand complexes that partitions appropriately. When accessible (Kd>. K;dlt BG and C'P
should be measured at the actual concentration of non-amplifiable, non-specific competitor molecules.used in each rou;nd.

tAt each tol\.rget concentration, the minimum (Min) is for a 106.fold difference in binding and background pa.rtitionil~g of 0.1 %. the
maximum (Max) is for a 4.fold difference in binding and hckground partitioning of 10%. and the average (Avg) inMudes 4-fold to
1O6.fold differences in binding a.nd levels of background partitioning of 0-1 %. 1% and 10%. ,

;Whenever the to~1 concentration of ligands is less than (Kd> multiplied by the fraction of ligands bound, the total <\oncentra.tion of
target ~olecules necessary to bind that fraction of ligands actually is greater than the total ligand concentration itself (e'.g. see formulae
below). '

§Optimum [T] ~ «Kd> + [LIG])-.,j{(BG/CPHKdd(Kd»} (eqn (21))
UNear-optimum [T] = (Kd)+[LIG})'O'7-(BG{CP)113 (eqn (23»
8j[Suffioient [T] = (Kd) + [LIG» '0'06 (eqn (25))

In these circumstances, the protein concentration
that gives near-maximum enrichment can be deter-
mined simply by knowing the total RNA con centra.-
tion and background pa.rlitioning.

An example of the performance of this nea.r-
optimum strategy is shown in Figure 8(b}. For near.
optimum protein concentrations set with equa.tion
(23), the number of rounds for enrichment of the
best-binding RNA from one molecule in 1O1s to a.t
least half the pool is alwa.ys within two or three of
tha.t for optimum protein concentra.tions set with
equa.tion (21). This corresponds to the number of
extra rounds predicted for the setting used for back-
ground partitioning (Le. between 2 and 3 extra
rounds for BGfCP = 0'1 %; see the plot for a guess
of (Kd)fKd1 = 16 in Fig. 9(b)). The performance of
this strategy remains near optimum for all other
sets of parameter values tested. Table 2 summarizes
the minimum, maximum and average numbers of
rounds to enrich the best-binding RNA from one
molecule in 1015 to at least half the pool using
near-optimum protein concentrations for differences
in- binding between fourfold and 1O6.fold and for
levels of background partitioning of 0'1 %. 1 % and
10%. The minimum number ofrounds is eight when
there is a 1O6.fold difference in binding and back-
ground partitioning is as low as 0-1 %, and the
maximum number of rounds is 49 when there is just
a fourfold difference in binding and background
partitioning is as high as 10%. The average is 14
rounds for the full range of differences in binding
between fourfold and }Q6-fold and for leve}s of back-

~
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ground partitioning of 0'1 %, 1 % an~ 10%. Once
again, even fewer rounds are required ,vhen there is
a higher starting fraction of the best~binding RNA;
for example, with a starting fraction: of one in a
billion molecules, the average with n:ear-optimum
protein concentrations is just eight ro~mds (e.g. see
Table 2). Thus, even when the potenfiial improve-
ment in binding is unknown, equation (23) still gives
an effective guideline for setting thetota) protein
concentration to ensure rapid enrichm~nt.

9. Sufficient Protein Concentratio~l with No
Estimate for KdJ or Backgr~und

Certain nucleic acid species may ten~l to partition
more readily as background than oth:ers. Without
extra steps to eliminate such molecul~s. they may
be enriched along with molecu1es tha~ bind well to
the desired target, and the fraction ,of free RNA
molecules that partitions as backgro:und actually
might increase after each round. Sin~e some esti-
mate of background partitioning is :necessary to
calc,ulate either the optimum or the n,ear-optimum
protein concentration for each rou:nd (e.g. see
eqn (21) and (23)), a good estimate fo~- the fraction
of free RNA molecules that partiti~?ns as back-
ground compared with the fraction ofj:Jrotein-RNA
complexes that partitions appropriatjely (BOlO]»
must be made to apply either of th~se s~rategi~s.
Whenever enough RNA is available. BG can be
measured in each round simply as t~e fraction of
total RNA molecules that partitiohs when no
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Fig. 9. (a) Enrichment per round of SELEX tlSing
various guesses for the relative difference in binding
versus 0. broad range of actual values for. the relative
difference in binding, (Kd)/Kd1, The number next to
each curve represents the gtJe86 used for (Kd)fKd1, The
continuous line is the maximum enrichment possible for
the parameters used (F~ a: 2-50 ~ 10-15,
BG/CP-O'I%, and [RNAJ..,1O-4M), Whenever the
guess happens to equal the actual value of (Kd)fKd1, the
enrichment equals the maximum enrichment possible for
the round. With a guess for (Kd)fKd1 of 10, there is little
difference between the enrichment attained and the maxi-
mum enrichment pO8lrible at values of (Kd)fKd1 IB88 than
10, but enrichment is 80S much as lO-fold below maximum
at values of (Kd)/Kdt approaching 106. With a. guess for
(Kd)/Kdj of 106 the opposite is true; there is as much as
a iO-fold reduction in enrichment when <Kd)/Kd1 is
small and almost no reduction as it apfroaches a value of
106, With a. guess for (Kd)fKdj of 10 there are smaller,
hut still significant, reductions in enrichment a.t values of
(Kd)fKd1 either less than or greater than 103.
(b) Increase in the number of rounds required to enr.ioh
the best-binding RNA from 1 molecule in 1015 to at least
ho,lfthe pool. Again, Lhe number next to each curve is the
guess used for <Kd)/Kd1, With the particular setting
used for background pa.rtitioning (BG/CP = 0.1 %), and
with gue&8e8 of ~. 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128, the guess for
(Kd)fKdj of 64 minimizes the average increase in the
number of rounds over the full range of actua.l values of
(Kd)/Kd1 between 2 and 106, and the guess for
(Kd)fKrll of 16 minimizes the peak increase in too
number of rounds over the same range. Different starting
levels for the best-binding RNA simply change the scale
on the y axis, but the shape and too relative position of
each curve remain the same, Several similar curves, gener-
ated using different values for SG/CP, were analyzed to
derive a general formula for caJculs.tion of the near-
optimum total protein concentration ([P] - *) giving the

protein is added, and GP can be measured as the
fraction of all complexes that partitions at
saturation,

However, there may be times when the available
amount of RNA is too l~mited, and measuring back-
ground partitioning for every round might be
impractical. For these s,ituations, we have used the
mathematical descripti~n of SELEX to derive a
third strategy that e,nsures sufficient levels of
enrichment for any difference in binding between
fourfold and 106-fold {i.e. (Kd)/Kd1 = 4 to 106),
and for any level of background partitioning
between 0'1 and 10% (i.e. BG/OP = 0.1 % to 10%).
As in the preceding !lection, the approach used is to
find the protein concentration that minimizes the
absolute increase in the number of rounds for the
relevant range of parameters,

Figure 10(a) to (c) shows the absolute increase in
the number of rounds above the minimum (see
Fig. 8) for differences h,t binding between foonold
and 106-fold and levels of background partitioning
of 0-1 %.1 % and 10%. when enough protein is used
to bind 10%, 6'3% or 4% of the total RNA. In
each case, there are no extra rounds whenever the
fraction of total RNA bound happens to equal
J{(BGIOP)' (Kd1/(Kd)H (e.g. see eqn (21». With
10% of the RNA boun~, the peak increase is ten
extra rounds; with 6'3% bound, the peak drops to
only seven extra. rounds; &nd with 4% bound, the
peak goes up again, in this case to 20 extra rounds.
Figure lO(d) shows th'e peak increase and the
average increase in the, number of rounds when
enough protein is added ,to bind from 0-2% to 20%
of the total RNA. The :minimum peak increase is
'seven extra rounds wheti approximately 6% of the
total RNA is bound in ~a.ch round. With this frac-
tion of RNA bound. the' average increase over the
full range of differences i:n binding and background
partitioning is four extra; rounds.

The protein concentra~ion that binds roughly 6%
of the total RNA can be calculated 88 follows:

[P],... - (Kd) + [RNAJ)'0'O6. (25)

or whenever (RNA] » (Kd) (see also eqn (24»:

[P],... ~ [RNA] ,0,06. (26)

By using this protein concentration, 12 rounds
would be required to enrich from one molooule in
1015 to at least half th~ pool for a difference in
binding of lOG-fold and ~aokground partitioning of
0'1 %, and 56 rounds wo~ld be required for a differ-
ence in binding as little 8.!! fourfold and background
partitioning as high as 10% (see Table 2). The
average is 15 rounds for all differences in binding
from fourfold to 106-fo14 and for levels of back-
ground Partitioning of 0-1 %, 1 % and 1°%,

These minimum, maxi~um and average numbers
can be considered upper limits based on enrichment

minimum peak increase in ttte number of round8 for any
v a.l ue of (Kd>/Kd1 between' 2 and 106 and for any total
RNA concentration or any relevant level of background
partitioning (see eqn (23». ,
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from as little as one molecule in 1O1s to at least half
the pool. For higher starting fractions of the best-
binding RNA (Le. Fp> 10-15). the absolute
increase in the number of rounds shown in Figure 10
can simply be scaled down by a factor of
-loglo(Fp)/15. Table 2 summarizes the minimum,
maximum and average numbers of rounds to expect
when 6% of the total RNA is bound in each round,
and the starting fraction of the best-binding RNA is
one molecule in 103,106,109, 1012 or 1O1s.

Results of simulations using the sufficient protein
concentration to bind 6% of the total RNA in each
round are shown in Figure 8(0). The number of
rounds required to enrich the best-binding RNA
from one molecu)e in 1015 to at least half the pool is
always within seven of that required with optimum
protein concentrations. This peak increase corre-
sponds to the maximum number of extra rounds
predicted, and the strategy is equaBy effective for
all other sets of parameter values tested (e.g. see
Table 2). Figure 8(d) illustrates the consequences of
using a protein concentration either significantly
less than (Le. insufficient) or significantly greater
than (Le. excess) the sufficient protein concentra-
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tion. For these examples, the insuffiicient protein
concentration binds 0.1 % of the total ,RN A in each
round, and the excess protein concen;tration binds
20%. In general, the sufficient prote,in concentra-
tion gives enrichment in fewer rounds than either
the insufficient or the excess protein concentration,
and unlike the case with the insuffi:cient protein
concentration, the best-binding RNA ia never lost in
the first round. Thus, even when both the actual
difference in binding and the actual (evel of back-
ground partitioning are unknown, equation (25) stHI
gives an effective guideline for sett~ng the total
protein concentration in each roulid to ensure
adequate enrichment for any differen:ce in binding
between fourfold and 1O6.fold and for I:evels of back-
ground partitioning between 0-1 % and 10%.

10. LikeUhood of Succes's

The likelihood of recovering the best-binding
RNA in each round of SELEX increases with the
number of such molecules present.. with their
binding advantage ver8U8 the bulk R~A pool, and
with the total amount of protein used. Although it



:ult to know in advance how to maximize the
1ce in binding, the likelihood of recovering
1st-binding RNA can 8tH} be increased by
i7jng the number of RNA molecules sampled
y using a high protein concentration, Of

using a high protein concentration can
the enrichment per round enough for the

umbel' of rounds to increa.se dramatically. In
ction we deve1op a strategy to bala.nce the
~ing demands of using a high protein concen-
I to promote successful recovery (especia.lly in
~ial rounds when there might be only a single
lIe or just a few molecules of the best.binding
as opposed to using a lower protein concen.
to enrich the best-binding RNA in as few
as possible. .
likelihood of binding a. single RNA molecule
an equiJibrium dissociation constant of Kd,

, approximated by dividing both sides of
>n (5) (giving the protein-RNA species i
IX concentration, [P.. RN Ai]) by the total
.pecies i concentration, [RNA,):

- [P.. RNA,] - ([P]-[P.. RNA])- [RNA;] - Kdl+([P]-[P.. RNA])

[Pf] ,;;: Kfl+[Pf]' ~=l".,n, (27)

[PJ is the total protein concentration, and
'A] is the concentration of all protein-RNA
,xes calculated with equation (9), and
'Ai]/[RNA.J can be interpreted eitl1er as the
fraction of RN Ai moJecules bound or as the
fraction of time that each individual RN AI
lie is bound.
:alculate the total protein concentration that
~n .!l't likelihood of binding each individual
molecule, first equation (27) is solved foJ'
.Ar' Kdl> where .At equals ~/(l- ~t).

his expression for (Pf] is substituted into the
ut of equation (21) to obtain the fonowing
a for the total protein concentrati()n:

JlI>
p]J;et=Jlr'Kdl+ b (Kd)'CRNA],

JI I + K d.
.

i=l",.n, (28)

<Kd) is the bulk Kd of the total RNA pool
~ted with equation (10) and [RNA] is the total
~oncentra.tion.
example, the tota.] protein concent,.ation that
t 99 % likelihood of binding each individual
lIe of the best-binding RNA can be calculated
he following fmffiula.:

. 99(P]O.99 = 99. Kdl + (Kd) . [RN A]. (29)

99+ Kd}

formula is derived by setting ~ '= 0-99 in
:m (28) and by setting i "" 1 for the best-
g RNA (RNA1 by convention). When this
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Fig- 11. (a) Reduction in .enrichment using a total pro-

tein concentration that gives a 99% likelihood of binding
each individual RN A 1 molecule ([PJO.99 calculated with
eqn (29». (b) Increase in the number of rounds required to
enrich the best-binding RNA to at least half the pool
using [P]O'99 ve:Tsm a broad range of differences in
binding, <Kd)IKdl, The co(1t:.inuous line in each panel is
the maximum enrichm"nt ,possible for the parameters
used (F?=2-s0~ 10-15. BG/CP=f}1% and [RNA] =
10-4 M). Trends are simi~ar for different parameter
..~1.._-

(, [PI]' - bst't ted' to th lUHUUli:I< '::1 U~ "U calCUl~~ ~nt: PCUWln CVUl:t:nl1nL-

O (r21) t IS SUbt ' I tUb r In]l ,e tion to use in each roupdof SEI..EX, the likelihood

n 0 0 &m e 10 owlllg f b ' d ' h ' d ' 'd .1RNA I I h .
te ' t t ' 0 In lUg eM III IV1 ua . mo ecu e avmg a

pro m concen 1'8. IOn:
Kd I th' I to K' d ' 9901 . bette. .e8S an or equa 1 IS 10 or r.

~ Jft Of course, as already n~entionedt using high pro-.dj+ <Kd> , [RNA], tein concentrations dl'a.;matically increases the

""t+ Kd number of rounds required, whenever enricbm\!!nt
I per round is reduced IILppreciably, Figure 11(80)

i = 1, ' , ,n, (28) shows tile reduction .in the enrichment per round as
lk Kd f th total RNA 1 a. function of [P]O'99 over ~ wide range of differences

~on (10):nd [RNAJ is the l::a.1 in binding of the best RN~ versU8 the bulk RNA
pool, (Kd>/Kd1; and FIgure H(b) shows the

taJ te. t t ' th t resulting increase in the number of rounds required
0 pro In concen ra. ton a - h RN A ~ ' I ] ' 1015d f b ' d ' h ' di ' d I to enriC "'" lfom one mo eou e III to at10 0 In 109 eac 10 VI us. , ' ,
b' d' aNA b I I t d least half the pool, If [P]O.99 were used m every

ln lIng can e ca CU a e . rou
. nd, The trends shown in Figure J J are for oneIrmu a: . 1 { 'b k d '"

. representatJve examp eo. ac grouD partitIOning99 .. (BGICP = &1 %); similar trends exist fot' any other

rd, + <Kd). [RNAJ. (29) relevant Jevel of background partitioning,
99+ Kd The totaJ number of rouflde shown in Figure l1(b)

1 could be reduced significal)tly by switching to the
rived by setting .!l'r '= 0-99 in near-optimum protein r:oncentration {[P] ~*
y setting i = 1 for the best- calculated with equation (23)} as soon as enough
11 by convention), When this RNA1 molecules are present to ensure a 99% likeli-

I,
,
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Fig. 12. Likelihood (!e) of binding ea.ch individual
RN A 1 molecule using the tota.l protein concentra.tion that
gives near-maximum enrichment ([P] * calculated
with eqn (23» versus IL broad range of differences in
binding, (Kd)IKd1. Parameters are F? = 2-50 ~ 10-1$,
BG/CP = 0.1 % and [RN A] = 10-4 M. The likeHhood of
binding each individual RNAt molecule is identical for
different values of F~ or [RNA]. Higher background
partitioning results in a higher value for [P] *. as
calculated with eqn (23). With these higher protein con-
centrations, the curve giving the likelihood of binding is
shifted left.

hood of binding one or more of these molecules. To
know when it is safe to switch to (P]-*. the
likelihood of binding each individual RN A 1 mole-
cule using this amount of protein must be known.
This likelihood can be calculated simply by substi-
tuting [P] -* and Kd1 into equatjon (27):

fL>" -* = [P:RNA]_*1 [RNA I]

- «(P] -*-[P:RNA] -*)- Kdi + «(P] -*-[P:RNA] -*)

- [Pf] "'"'.*- Kd1 + [Pf]-*'

where [P:RNA] -* is calculated by substituting
[P] -* into equation (9).

The likelihood of binding each individual RNA1
molecule with [P} -* is plotted in Figure 12 as a
function of the difference in binding of the best
RNA ve'r8U8 the bulk RNA pool, (Kd)IKd1, As
expected, the likelihood of binding increases with
<Kd)JKdt, Once again, these are Hkeljhoods of
binding for [P] * calculated with 0.1 % back-
ground partitioning (see eqn (23)); for [P]-*
calculated with any other relevant level of back-
ground partitioning, the scales representing the
difference in binding are numbered differently, but
the shape of each curve remains the same.

To have a 99% likelihood of binding one or more
RNA1 molecule with [P] -*, the product of the
probabilities that each RN A 1 molecule is unbound.
(1-.5e~ -*), using this amount of protein shou1d
be less than or equal to 1 %'

rntJln (J -fL>~ -*) = (1-fL>~ _*)""~I ~ 0'01 (31)
i~ 1
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Fig. 13. Number of initial success-orie,nted rounds
required with £P]O'99 before reducing the concentration to
[P] - * for near-maximum enrichment Ver8US a. broa.d
range of differences in binding, <Kd)f Kd1, Plj-rameters are
F~ = 2-50 ~ =BG/CP = 0'1 % and [RNA] = 1O-4M,
The number of initial success-oriented rounds is the same
for different values of[RNA] or F~. However, higher
background partitioning results in a higher value for
[P] - *, as calculated with eqn (23). With these higher
protein concentrations the likelihood of l?inding each
individual RNA1 molecule is higher, and fewer initial
success-oriented rounds are necessary. since fewer mole-
cules of the best-binding RNA are require:d before the
protein concentration can be dropped to [P] -*.

2
rnal ~ -loglO (l-.se~ *f

where rnG.l is the number of RNA1 molecules, and
9'~ -* is calculated with equation (30).

The number of rounds required to enrich from one
molecule of the best-binding RNA to rnal molecules
using [P]O.~9 depends upon the enrichment attained
per round with this amount of protein:

E ([P] ) 0-99 + BGb (32)1 0-99 = [P:.RNA]oo99 '

[RNA] +BGb(30)

where [PJoo99 is given by equation (29),
[P:RNAJoo99 is calculated by substituting [P]Oo99
into equation (9), and BOb equals Bat (OP - BO).
With the above level of enrichment per round, it
would take rnd8o'99 success-oriented rounds to
enrich RN A 1 from one molecule to rnal molecules:

{Ed[P]Oo99)}'ndso." = mal (33)
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Table 3
Relative difference in Kd values sufficient to give a
99 % likelihood of. binding each individual ligand
molecule as a function of the number of initial succeS8-

oriented rounds with (P]O'99 (see eqn (29)
. .

(Kd)rnd8o'99 Kd,
"
I,
1

"

<>,
',:

;;.

f,

~~
"

;1

~;
~,

~

"
~
:;

i'

~'

0 ~ 12,000
I ~290
2 ~IOO
4 ~77
8 ~42

16 ~ 24

Parameters are Jlf = 2-50 ~ 10-15, BG/GP = 0.1 %. [HNA) =
10-4 "1. Imd Vol... 10-41.

Figure 13 at (Kd)/Kd1 = 12,000 shows the thres-
hold for the relative binding advantage above which
no initial succeas-oriented rounds are required in
this case because [P] -* already gives a 99% or
better likelihood of binding each individual EN Al
molecule. Once again, the trend shown in Figure 13
is for both E1{[P]O.99) and [P] -* calculated with
O. J % background partitioning (see eqns (32) and
(23)); similar trends exist when Ed[P]O'99) and
[P] -* are calculated with any other relevant level
of ba(:kground partitioning. .

Figure 13 demonstrates that as the number of
success-oriented rounds is increased, the binding

. advantage necessary to attain a 99% likelihood of
forming a complex with one or more EN A 1 mole-
cules using [P] -* is smaller. Tab)e 3 gives the
number of success-oriented rounds required to
maintain a 99% likelihood of binding one or more
RNA molecules with a binding advantage of either
24-, 42-, 77-. ]50- or 290-fold over the bulk RNA
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pool. With no success-oriented rounds, and with
E1([P]Oo99) and [P] -* calculated for background

. partitioning of 0'1 % (see eqns (32) and (23)), again

Bath indivktual RNA molecule having a 12,OOO-fold11

.,.

or larger binding advantage oVel' the bulk pool has a
99 % or better likelihood of being bound with
[P] "'*, After one success-oriented round, a 290-
fold binding advantage is sufficient to give a 99%
likelihood of binding one or more RNA1 molecules
with [P] ""'*. and after 16 success-oriented rounds,
as lit.tle as a 24-fold binding advantage is sufficient.

The equations derived in this section provide a
general strategy for calculating the number of
success-oriented rounds required before switching to
enrichment-oriented rounds with near-optimum
protein concentrations, [P] "'*. for any given set of
conditions including the minimum binding advan-
ta.ge sufficient to ensure a 99 % likelihood of success,
the total RNA concentration, and the level of back-
ground partitioning. Similar strategies are also
available for enrichment-oriented rounds with
optimum 01' sufficient protein concentrations, [P]*
or [P] "". The appropriate strategy is activated in
the program SELEXION whenever a desired thres-
hold Kd for a 99% likelihood of success is set, Then,
when the ideal protein concentration is calculated
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for each round of SELEX. this concentration is set
not only to give enrichment of the best-binding
RNA in as few rounds as possible with the available
information, but also to ensure a 99% or better
likelihood of binding every speCies of RNA. having a
Kd as good as or better than the desired threshold.

11. Sequence Reprf~sentation

The mean number of RN A m,olecuJes representing
each species in a population having a randomized
sequence of length Lis: ,

[RNAJ. Vol' 0.02 x 1023RNA, = 4L , (34)

where [RNA] is the total RNA concentration, and
Vol is the total volume. We refer to the ratio of the
total number of RNA molecule~ sampled divided by
the possible number of unique sequences of length L
as the saturation of sequence space (e.g. see Table I).
When this l'ati.o is less than unity it represents the
upper limit for the fraction 9f unique sequences
sampled out of all possible sequences of length L.
For RNA transcripts of approximately 100 bases
(which is a typical number for a. SELEX experiment
utilizing a total of 60 bases for 2 PCR primer sites
and a transcriptional promoter 'site, and 30 or more
bases within the protein bindi,ng region; Tuerk &
Gold, 1990), the maximum :,EtNA concentration
generally is 10-4 M in a volume. of 10-41. With this
amount of RNA, for arandr;>mized sequence of
length 26, on average there would be about one
molecule representing each of 4-5 x 1015 unique
RNA ~equences, and for a randomized sequence of
length 24 the probability of co~plete representation
of all 2.8 x 1014 possible sequences approaches 99%.
Unless the total amount of RNA sampled is
increased to more than 10-:8 mol, all possible
sequences of more than 26 nucll3otides could not be
represented in a single experirnent. and complete
representation of aU possible sequences of more than
24 nucleotides is unlikely (e.g. ~ee Table 4).

Whenever the. program SELEXION is set to
determine a sufficient RNA concentration. a three-
tier strategy is activated to determine the total
RNA concentration necessary to promote adequate
sequence representation. Tier] increases the
number of molecules of the. best-binding RNA
simply by increasing the total RNA concentration,
up to a concentra.tion as high as 10-4 M. Then, when
necessary, tier 2 increases the number of molecules
of the best-binding RNA recovered by increasing
the total protein concentration, up to a concentra-
tion as high as [P]Oo99 (see eqn (29)). Since [P]O.99
forms complexes with approxitnately 99% of the
best-binding RNA mo)ecules, ti~r 2 shou]d work for
L-Iength sequences up to the Hmits shown in
Table 4. For sequences with m,ore than 48 bits of
specific information content, the total number of
RNA molecules sampled must be increased, either
by using a higher total concentration of RNA or,
perhaps more practically, by using a greater volume
as is done in tier 3. Of course, at some point using a

;



greater volume will not be practical. either; for
example. when the amount of RNA or protein, or
the size of labware becomes limiting. In these cases,
SELEXIQN still calculates the conditions necessary
for promoting adequate sequence representation,
hut it is left for the user to judge when these
conditions actually can he applied in the laboratory.

12. Conclusions

Enrichment processes Hke SELEX provide
systematic. genera) means to iso)ate nucleic acid
molecules with specific biologicaJ activities. In
biotechnological or pharmacological appJications,
these enrichment processes can be used to evolve
nucleic acid ligands for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes; for example. to use for assays or treat-
ments in which specific binding agents (equivalent
to antibodies) might be considered useful. A system-
atic process like SELEX has the advantage of rapid
in vitro development of Iigands with specific biologi-
cal activities and the advanta~e of multifunctional
training. Drug delivery, intraceHuJar uptake and
ligand stability are among the challenges facing the
application of nucleic acid ligand sequences as
therapeutic agents.

SELEX also provides a new probe for studying
nucleic acid structure-function relationships and for
studying nucleic acid-protein interactions. SEI...EX
can be used to discover sequences more rapidly and
exhaustively with intermediate Kd values or higher
Kd values than wiJd-type; for example by using a
target Kd either greater than or less than the wild-
type Kd to calculate optimum total protein concen-
trations. For experiments in which a binding
sequence can occupy any frame or register within a
longer mndomjzed sequence, sequence analysis algo-
rithms (e.g.. Stormo & Hartzell, 1989) and RNA
folding algorithms (e.g. see Freier et at., 1986; Gutell
et at.. 1985; Zuker, 1989) will be helpful in finding a
consensus sequence or functionally equivalent struc-
tures within an apparently diverse set of unique
clones that aU bind welL

In this study, we have utilized mathematical
analysis and computer simulation to show that an
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ment of the best-b!l1ding species in as few rounds as
possible.';

The analysis and guidelines for enhanced effecti-
veness can be generalized to any enrichment process
involving selection and partitioning, followed by
amplification of ligand sequences from the desired
fraction. Table 2 summarizes three practical guide-
lines for setting the target concentration in each
round ofSELEX. In every case, the total number of
ligand molecules sampled should always be enough
to give the greatest possible saturation of sequence
space (see Table 4), and the target concentration
should be set using either equation (21), (23) or (25),
depending on which parameter values are known
(see Table 2).

For example, when both the improvement in
binding (Kd)/Kd1) and the level of background
partWoning (BO/UP) are known, the target concen-
tration should bind the fraction of the total ligand
pool equal to the ~eometric mean of BG/UP and
Kdl/<Kd), i.e. .J {(BG/CP)' (.Kdl/(Kd»)}. Such
optimum target concentrations will give enrichment
in as few rounds of SELEX {J.8 possible. For differ-
ences in binding between fourfold and 1O6-fold and
for levels of background partitioning between 0'1 %
and 10%, on average, 12 rounds are enough to
enrich the best-binding ligand from one molecule in
1015 to at least half the pooL

Whenever the level of background partitioning is
known but the improvement in binding is unknown,
the target concentration should be set to bind a
fraction of the total ligand pool equal to
0-7 X (BG/GP)2/3. This near-optimum target concen-
tration wiIJ give enrichment in as few extra rounds
of S~JLEX 8...'1 possible, regardless of the actual
difference in binding. For differences in binding
between fourfold and 106 -fold and for levels of back-
ground partitioning between 0.1 % and 10%, on
average, 14 rounds are enough to enrich the best-
binding ligand from one molecule in 1015 to at least
haif the pool (i.e. only 2 rounds more on average
than with the optimum target concentrations).
These near-optimum target concentrations are
probably the most generaUy useful, since (except in
reconstruction tests with a well-characterized target. molecule) the actual difference in binding is

generally unknown, but the fraction of free ligands
that partitions as non-specific background versus
the fraction of protein-ligand complexes that parti-
tions appropriately is usually easy to measure, and
may not change appreciably from one round to the
next.

Even when the level of b~ckground partitioning .is
unknown, using a target concentration that binds
6 % of the totaJ Hgand pool wiU still give a sufficient
level of enrichment in each round. With 6% of the
total ligand pool bound in each round, the following
simple ruJe of thumb applies: for differences in
binding between fourfold and lO6-fold and for levels of
background partitioning between 0.1 % and 10 %, on
average, approximately X round. 'I of SELEX are
enough to enrich the best-binding ligand from one
molecule in lOx to at least half the pool (see average
foJ' [T] '" in T~),ble 2).

Devlio, J. J., Panganiban. J,. C. & Devlin, P. E. (1990),
Random peptide librarie,s: a source of sped fie protein
binding molecules. Bcie7l.ce. 249, 404-.406.

Ellington, A. D. & Szostak, J. W. (19901. In vitr{) selee-

i

When any of the guidelines given in Table 2 are
followed precisely, but no enrichment is attained
after an extended number of rounds (and there are
no technicaJ complications) either the input ligand
pool. had too few mo)e(!ules of the best. binding
species to give a high Hkelihood of success in the
initial rounds, or the input ligand pool had no
molecules with a K d appreciably better than the
bulk Kd. Possible remedies to such problems include
increasing the total protein concentration in the
initial rounds, as is discussed in the section on the
likelihood of success (see also eqns (27) to (33) and
Table 3), and increasing the totaJ number of unique
sequences sampled, as is discussed in the section on
sequence representation (see also Table 4).
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